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This worker transfers Digital Factory 4.0 Kernel data into interface database with  
MES. Interface Database is the standard structure for T4SM.

All received data from Digital Factory 4.0 Kernel are associated to the machinery 
of origin and to the batch so that the traceability of the work performed and the 
resources used can be managed precisely.

DBMS
Introduction

Fig. 1
DBMS Worker scheme
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DBMS Worker Editor is composed of the following elements: 

1. �Name. It shows you the data name that Lilium processes.

2. �Resource�Name. It shows you the source of the recived data.

3. �Last�value.�It�shows you the last value that Lilium processes. 

4. �Units. It shows you the unit of measurement

5. �Format.�It shows you the format in which the data is saved.

6. �Delta*.�It shows you the value that Lilium use to write recived data. 

7. �ID.�It is an identificator of other table. It never changes.

8. �Device�ID. It is an identificator of other devide table. It never changes.

9. �Target.�It shows you in which table Lilium saves data.

1. �Batch�ID.�It is an identificator of a batch. It means refers to the last 
associated batch.

 

Functionalities
In this section DBMS  functionalities are listed in this summary table.

Fig. 2
DBMS Worker Editor
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This window allows you to edit quickly Delta Value and Range Max and Range Min 
Value. It opens when you click it twice on the strip you need.

*IMPORTANT

Fig. 3
Delta Value

Fig. 4
Line graph
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In the image below you can see if Delta > 0 Lilium only saves data that exceeds 
the delta threshold. So you will have a table that contains only the relevant data 
and your database does not fill up.

Also Range Value is so important to configur previously with iDaq. Range Value 
means the range within which you think Lilium recives data from Digital Factory 
4.0.

Fig. 5
Line graph
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6. Confirm. It allows you to save the settings and exit the window. 

7. Exit. It allows you to quit the window.

DBMS Menu is shown in the following figure and allows you to edit all DBMS 
options. 

DBMS Menu

DBMS Menu is composed of the following elements: 

1. Save�as�Default. It allows yo to set the current settings as default for this       
    �worker. 

�2. Edit�File�Source�Section�Setting.�It�allows you to specify which files will                 
    ����be used as source. 

3. Edit�Connection�Settings. It shows you all DBMS options that you can                     
  ��edit. The main window is showed in the section bellow.

4. User�Guide.�It opens this user guide.

�5. Description�button.�It allows user to edit description of the worker

        functionality

Fig. 6
DBMS Menu

Fig. 7
Description window
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10���Store�Data�on�Batch�ID�changes.�It can to record all Batch ID changes. If 
it is TRUE, missing records in inventory table are inserted with default values.

8. Block�Size�(Samples/Channels).�It shows you how many stripes Lilium     
   ����can process in one time. If a document has got more than 100 stripes,  
 ���Lilium processes 100 stripes at a time. 

5. Database�Type.�It allows you to choose two different document format,       
        MS SQL Server or MariaDB. Database Type also allows you to test DBMS  
    �Connection Data.
6. Show�Database�Statistic.�It shows you all database data, like column,  
    �stripes and so on. (see page 7).
7. Shrink�Database.�It allows you to compact database. You can choose in  
    which day and in which hour DBMS has to do this operation. 

Edit Connection Settings

Edit Connection Settings is shown in the following figure and allows you to edit all 
DBMS options. 

Edit Connection Settings is composed of the following elements: 
1. �UDL�Path.�It allows you to upload file path connected to database.     
2. User. It allows yo to edit user name.
3. Password.�It allows you to protect databse file with a password.
4. Date�Format.�It shows you how DBMS formats date�and hour.

Fig. 8
Edit Connection Settings 

9.����Convert�to�UTC�Time.�It allows you to convert Date and Time into UTC.
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*IMPORTANT
In this subsection you can see the table of Show Database Statistic. It is linked to 
Delta Default Value. 

�4.� � �Tip.� If a table contains a large number of lines it means that the Delta is 
egual to 0. So Database fills up.  To avoid this, check how to edit Delta Value in the 
relative section (see page 3).

Fig. 9
Show Database Statistic
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Edit Connection Settings is composed of the following elements: 

1. �Measure�Inventory.�It allows you to choose the parameters settings in which 
you can specify which signal, which machine status and which events you 
want to recive from iDaq. It is explained in the section bellow. 

2. Device�Inventory.�It maps the signals which receives and shows you who     
        sends them. 

3.����Machine�Inventory.�It shows you which Lilium machines receive the signals.

4.����Measure�History. It shows you all iDaq signals.

5.����Machine�States�History.�It shows you all mahine status.

6.����Events�History.�It shows you all event.

Edit Connection Settings

Fig. 10
Edit Connection Settings  detail
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Measure Inventory Options
Measure Inventory Options is shown in the following figure and allows you to edit 
all options. 

Measure Inventory Options is composed of the following elements: 

1. �Name�Section.

2. Resource�Prefix�section.

3.����Other�Option.

�������Tip.�All the parameters have to be configurated with your Database name and 
prefix.

Fig. 11
Measure Inventory Options 
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Device Inventory Options
Device Inventory Options is shown in the following figure and allows you to edit 
all options. 

�4.���Tip.�All the parameters have to be configurated with your Device name.

Fig. 12
Measure Inventory Options 
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Machinery Inventory Options
Machinery Inventory Options is shown in the following figure and allows you to 
edit all options. 

�4.���Tip.�All the parameters have to be configurated with your Machine name.

Fig. 13
Machinery Inventory Options 
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Measure History Options
Measure History Options is shown in the following figure and allows you to edit 
all options. 

�4.���Tip.�All the parameters have to be configurated with your Measure History 
name. 

Store�Out�Of�Range�Values.��If it is TRUE, Lilium memorizes all parameters 
out  of range and sends to you a notification.

Delta�Default�Values.�It allows you to edit this important parameter.

Fig. 14
Machinery History Options 
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Machinery States History Options
Machinery States History Options is shown in the following figure and allows you 
to edit all options. 

�4.���Tip.�All the parameters have to be configurated with your Machinery History 
name. Also in this window you can edit Delta Default Value.

Store�Out�Of�Range�Values.��If it is TRUE, Lilium memorizes all parameters 
out  of range and sends to you a notification.

Delta�Default�Values.�It allows you to edit this important parameter.

Fig. 15
Machinery States History Options 
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Events History Options
Events History Options is shown in the following figure and allows you to edit all 
options. 

� 4.� � �Tip.�All the parameters have to be configurated with your Events History 
name. 

Store�Out�Of�Range�Values.��If it is TRUE, Lilium memorizes all parameters 
out  of range and sends to you a notification.

Delta�Default�Values.�It allows you to edit this important parameter.

Fig. 16
Events History Options 


